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the softwarethe software is downloadable software. the software is a product of, and copyrighted
and owned by bohemia interactive. all right, title and interest in and to all copyrights and intellectual
property rights in and to the software is owned by bohemia interactive. you may not rent, lease,
sublicense, loan, transfer, distribute, create derivative works based upon, decompile, reverse
engineer, disassemble or otherwise reduce the software to a human-perceivable form. you may not
use the software for any commercial purposes. you may not distribute copies of the software to
other persons or third parties, and you may not modify or make derivative works of the software. the
software is provided "as is" without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied, including, but
not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title, non-
infringement, compatibility, security, accuracy or completeness. dcs: flaming cliffs 3 is the next
evolution of the flaming cliffs series that operates with dcs world. fc3 features the f-15c, a-10a,
su-27, su-33, mig-29a, mig-29s and su-25. the fc3 aircraft provide an easy learning curve for new
players and focuses on a broad range of aircraft rather than a detailed single aircraft. fc3 adds a
number of new features and improvements to previous versions of the flaming cliffs series. fc3 is a
module of dcs world, which makes it compatible with all other dcs world titles like a-10c, black shark
2, p-51d, combined arms, uh-1h huey and mi-8mtv2 magnificent eight.
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this version comes with support for the new a-10c 'black shark' aircraft. this aircraft is packed with
many features and new weapons! if you're interested, go to the files section of the main download
page for more information! here you can find all sort of official and unofficial add-ons to improve

your debriefing experience. try one of the demos to have a quick look at tacview capabilities.
download and install a terrain for your favorite simulator in two clicks. or use a php program to
compile data exported from tacview to create an online roster for your squadron and follow its

progression! dcs world 2.5 will be your new combat zone where you will be able to participate in the
first world war with the famous german and french aircraft. fly through europe at the dawn of the

20th century. feel the steely breath of a sopwith camel or the lightning-quick response of a hawker
fury. control an array of aircraft from the first world war era, from the first flight of the fokker

eindecker to the final flight of the legendary sopwith camel. in the future, it is a time of dragons. the
world is divided into two main blocks: the kingdom of britannia and the fascist states of europe. both

have been preparing for war for many years. now there is just one week to decide whether the
conflict will come to a peaceful settlement or lead to global catastrophe. this is the dawn of the era
of dragons. the world war – the great global event that changed the world. only this time it will be a
war for the world. the entire world is at war. and, of course, the war must be won. but, if it's going to

be won, it's going to be won by you. 5ec8ef588b
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